When it comes to new nine-gang mowers, here's where we stand.

Meet Bob Snider, of Moon Equipment Company, the Jacobsen Distributor in Cincinnati, Ohio. He was one of the first customers for the big news in mowing tractors from Jacobsen.

The new nine-gang F20.

Like all the rest of us Jacobsen Distributors, Jacobsen had to sell him first before he takes on any new Jacobsen equipment. The reason: he's an independent businessman. That makes him a buyer before he's a seller. And that means he's convinced the new F20 will perform the way it's designed to.

For instance, the F20 is designed to get the big jobs done in a big hurry. And it does. Because it cuts a huge 19 foot swath, it can mow about 76 acres in a 8-hour day. And move between mowing areas up to 25 M.P.H.

Equipped with rear wheel steering, the F20's reels turn in the same arc as the steering wheels. The result? No skipping, no skidding, no uneven cutting in the turns. And because the wheels are behind the mowing units, there are no wheel streaks in the straightaways, either.

It's also highly maneuverable. Gets close to bushes or buildings, in and around trees. The rugged front drive delivers sure traction on grades and sidehills. And the front mowing technique gives the operator a safe, unobstructed view of the cutting area and outboard mowers.

About versatility: all nine reels may be lowered and raised from the driver's seat with finger-tip controls. Use any combination of reels for cutting. Median strips are cut right from the roadway with an outboard mowing unit.

We also sell a seven-gang F10 mower. It works just like this new nine-gang model, and cuts a 15 foot path.

For the really big mowing jobs come and see any of us Jacobsen Distributors for the new nine-gang F20.

We're always up on the latest developments.

Your Jacobsen Distributors

Before we sell it, we buy it.

For the name of the distributor near you write: Jacobsen Turf Distributor Directory, 1721 Packard Avenue, Racine, Wisconsin 53403
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Goodyear's golf car tire
treads lightly

Puts less pressure on the turf than your heel.

It's a golf car tire with a soft touch. The Goodyear Rib Terra-Tire low pressure tire. It has a wide tread to spread the load evenly. This means less turf damage. For even with a fully loaded car, pressure is only 10 pounds per square inch compared to the 24 pounds a man's heel can exert.

The tread design also gives you positive traction. Carcass flexibility and low inflation pressure make this tire an easy roller on soft surfaces—which equals more miles per battery charge.


GOOD YEAR
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10 members of our 10-year club

Canoe Brook Country Club  
MILLBURN, NJ

East Lake Country Club  
ATLANTA, GA

Fallbrook Country Club  
FALLBROOK, CA

Fenway Golf Club  
WHITE PLAINS, NY

Green River Golf Club  
CORONA, CA

Hayward Golf Club  
HAYWARD, CA

Hollywood Country Club  
DEAL, NJ

Idle Hour Country Club  
LEXINGTON, KY

Irvine Coast Country Club  
CORONA DEL MAR, CA

Worthington Hills Country Club  
WORTHINGTON, OH

Proof that Philadelphia custom spikeproof carpet is a real pro

Ten is only the beginning. This is the largest club of its kind. More N-282 woven Wilton is installed than any other country club carpet. In almost every case, 10 years and more of spikes, mud and beverage spills have not appreciably lessened the carpet's freshness and luxury. Fully customized, with your emblem, initials or special design woven in. Or select from our extensive library of club designs. All in colors of your choice. No price premium on medium size orders.

JOIN OUR 1983 10-YR. CLUB. SEND COUPON FOR FREE CARPET SAMPLE.

Philadelphia Carpet Co.  
Allegheny Ave. & C St., Philadelphia, PA 19134

Please send free spikeproof carpet samples and brochure listing clubs using it.

Name: ____________________________  
Title: ______________________________

Address: ____________________________

City, State, Zip: ____________________________

Philadelphia Carpet Company

Division of Shaw Industries, Inc.

Weaving Division: Allegheny Ave. & C St., Philadelphia, PA 19134  
(215-425-5830)  
Main Offices: Cartersville, GA 30120
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MALLINCKRODT
Offers a NEW
Broad-Spectrum Systemic Fungicide with a high degree of safety...

FUNGO™

FUNGO™ WORKS SYSTEMICALLY AND BY CONTACT TO CONTROL MOST MAJOR TURF DISEASES! FUNGO™ is a Non-Mercurial, SYSTEMIC Broad-Spectrum Fungicide that controls most spring, summer and fall turf diseases. FUNGO is ideal because even the highest treatment rates do not cause discoloration (as some systemics do). Widely tested at major experiment stations, it has shown excellent performance.

Another big feature... FUNGO may be tank mixed with KOBAN® Fungicide to further broaden the spectrum of summer effectiveness to include Pythium disease control!

Ask your Mallinckrodt distributor about FUNGO today!

FUNGO™ CONTROLS

BROWN PATCH • DOLLAR SPOT • FUSARIIUM PATCH • FUSARIIUM BLIGHT • COPPER SPOT • STRIPE SMUT • POWDERY MILDEW

MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS
ST. LOUIS
Jersey City • Los Angeles • Montreal
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Saves the minutes that help pay for the hours!

The Ryan Minute-Miser multi-purpose utility turf vehicle.

Low cost, low-bed utility trailer with big 35” x 66” bed, available as optional equipment.

Hauling a 3-gang ball picker. Easily tows up to 250 lbs. of tools, chemicals, spikers, trash containers, and other equipment.

When it comes to wasted work-time the Ryan Turf Minute-Miser is a stingy vehicle...but very generous with the savings it returns on your investment. Whatever the grooming responsibilities (golf course, park, plant ground, cemetery, et al.), you’ll find the Minute-Miser a rugged, quality built mobile utility tool...no corner-cutting construction. Eliminates “clock-eating” walking. Gets you or your workers to the job without tying up a golf car or other equipment as a range vehicle. Features a powerful 8 hp engine; capable of doubling as a lightweight towing vehicle. Responsive acceleration... zips to a safe and smooth cruising 15 mph. The Ryan Turf Minute-Miser shrinks your wasted minutes, and stretches them into productive hours.
Shop supplies for the professionals

It stands to reason that the finest maker of custom golf clubs also produces the finest and most complete line of supplies for pro golf shops. Ken Shop Supplies by Kenneth Smith has everything for the pro shop needs—specialized tools, scales, stains, lacquers and adhesives. Also available are cleaning supplies, grips, grip conditioner, listing, whipping, shaft collars, plugs, sheathing and many other items. Write today for a complete list and order form of Ken Shop Supplies.

Kenneth Smith
P.O. Box 41GF-5
Kansas City, Missouri 64141
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Why a Uniform Ball?
The United States Golf Assn. by returning to all match play for the amateur champion returns golf to the people from the television networks. So there won’t be millions watching a TV program of the National Amateur. Those millions will be playing golf, which primarily is a participant’s game, not another exercise in sitting on the fanny.

The USGA’s Green Section has been more effective than any other sports organization in arousing the nation to the urgent need of protecting natural beauty.

Now, with the complex problem of trying to agree with the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews on the specifications for a worldwide golf ball, the USGA is at the potentially most dangerous period in its history.

As one of the few who has observed for many years USGA’s nervous efforts to control the distance of the golf ball, I continue to wonder why. That fear of Nicklaus, Palmer and a few others hitting the ball too long for my course is something I survived when Jimmy Thomas was the longest hitter. Those who hit the ball too long for courses I’ve paid to play can stay off. If they want to play a different game than my kind, okay with me.

I am representative of at least 90 percent of the world’s golfers and I’ve yet to see a ball I could hit too far.

The unfortunate previous experience of the USGA in legislating a new ball—the short-lived “balloon ball”—was the result of one of its older officials aging past the stage where he could out-hit opponents. He still could finesse the approaches. He was an honorable and persuasive man. He cost American golf millions and didn’t do it any good by his ball obsession.

Now I am afraid the USGA and R&A in their striving for a uniform worldwide golf ball aren’t going to do a bit of good for anybody except the Japanese ball makers.

For them the change of specifications will virtually destroy the golf ball market for American and British ball makers.

And who would the proposed new ball help to enjoy golf more? Not me or the vast majority of other golfers the world around.

So why a new ball?

Last year during the PGA I heard the USGA officials tell of the concessions the R&A had made to satisfy the USGA’s ideas for a new ball. The R&A had come along with the USGA on the steel shaft, the center-shafted putter, the moderately-ribbed faces of iron clubs and the abolition of the stymie, but I couldn’t see the “why” of the uniform ball and I, like USGA and R&A officials, had grown up asking first, “Is it good for golf?”

I grew up in golf as a customer with professionals telling me what ball to use for the game I played. Then came the compression ratings that were presumed to substitute for pro advice on balls, but the compression ratings didn’t generally work. The ignorant and solvent hopefuls wanted to play the same high compressed balls the hard-hitters played. The soft-pattting ordinary golfers hitting high compression balls is like trying to drive a croquet ball.

Is the golf ball played under the same conditions in New Jersey and New Zealand, in Carnoustie and Calcutta, in Tennessee and Tokyo?

I don’t think so. And I am one of many millions who has bought golf balls in many countries. And that’s continued on page 8
High-fashion elegance isn’t the main reason Harley-Davidson golf cars are the most popular in the world. But it doesn’t hurt.

There are other reasons. Engineering excellence. Special features. And quiet.

Engineering? Our four-wheel cars have independent front wheel suspension, mounted on trailing arms. Plus coil spring shocks. For the rear wheels—coil springs, hydraulic dampers and a torsional stabilizer. And both our four-wheel and three-wheel models deliver sharp, effortless steering. And all Harley-Davidson golf cars are protected by rugged, chrome-plated bumpers, front and rear. Plus side moldings to guard against nicks and scrapes.

And now... quiet on the tee! And the fairway. And beside the green. Our gasoline golf cars are quieter than a voice in normal conversation.

And our electrics run much farther. Because they go longer between charges. (Thanks to less power requirement at low speeds.)

That’s our story and we’re stuck with it. Happily. Gas or electric golf cars. Three wheels or four. The most popular name in the game is Harley-Davidson. Why not get in touch? Make us prove it.

AMF Harley-Davidson
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
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more than can be said of professional playing specialists who haven't spent as much for initiation fees and dues as I have.

Whatever the USGA and the R&A do in fooling around with changing ball specifications will be right for a few, wrong for many millions more.

The R&A has a trustworthy precedent in Queen Elizabeth I, who created an empire by side-stepping in a crisis and letting nature take its course.

The costly cast head irons have given professionals the merchandising awakening jolt many of them needed.

Players are buying these clubs in surprisingly larger numbers.

"Buying" is the correct word. Quite often the golfer would come into the pro shop and tell the professional to get him a set of these new irons. The professional didn't do any selling. He didn't have any idea the customer wanted new clubs and sometimes was dazed that the customer didn't faint when the price was mentioned. The professional may have thought the buyer was too tight to buy expensive new clubs. It turned out that the professional was the one scared by the higher price.

The spurt the aluminum shaft gave club sales was, to a large extent, another case of the aluminum-shafted clubs being bought rather than sold.

Pro salesmen say there is a big lesson in the quick sales surge of the aluminum shafted and cast head clubs. They declare the lesson is that too few professionals and their assistants really know how to sell clubs or even try to sell them.

During the past three or four years I've asked pro salesmen what percentage of professionals they regard as being good at selling clubs. The highest answer I've got is 20 per cent.

"Good at selling clubs. Hell, half the pros I see don't even do a good job of displaying clubs so they'll attract buyers and sell themselves," a pro salesman in one of the central states told me. "They don't seem to know that eye-catching display of clubs will get buyers just as buyers respond to the appeal of a well-displayed golf apparel."

Remember 15 years ago when you'd go into a pro shop you'd always see one or two golfers inspecting clubs. Now you seldom do.

Why not? The professional had better find out.

About a quarter of golf clubs now probably don't fit the player, but the player seldom knows by any means other than accident that his game could be improved by new clubs with a "feel" that in itself is a lesson.

Club fitting is a service to golfers that is pro-only and the courts can't put you in jail for boldly displaying new clubs and offering a valuable and unique pro-only club fitting service to buyers.

John Gerring becomes golf director and co-owner of 27-hole Holly Hill CC, near Greenville, N.C., which will open late this year... Bill Delk goes to Deer Track GC, Surfside Beach, S.C., being built, from his pro job at Pineland CC, Nichols, S.C... Bill Vach now professional at Lehigh
We've built a better ball washer!

We built the best ball washer on the market. Most of you agreed, according to the sales figures. BUT Standard continually strives to improve the products that are made available to you. And we have done it again with the Professional ball washer.

The specifications have been slightly changed. We have beefed up the sides of the ball washers, as shown by the arrow on the photo. The wall thickness has been increased by 25% which will give more strength and resistance to abuse. Although you can't see it from the outside, we have made improvements on the inside too.

It's the same basic Professional ball washer that is being used on hundreds of golf courses coast to coast. They're still being made from Cycolac®. They're still available in three colors... red, yellow and avocado green. And they're still fully guaranteed.

Standard continues to maintain their policy of improving the quality of their products. Once new concepts have been proved in the field, the improved product is then released to you. That's one more reason Standard is known as the standard of the industry.

For complete details, write to Standard for their FREE, descriptive literature on their Professional ball washer. Also, a complete line of golf course equipment is available from Standard Mfg. Co. Write today.
the leader's bag

Producing super golf turf is our bag. It's the business we know best—from tee to green.

As a matter of record, 90% of our professional business is golf. That's the kind of record you expect from the nation's leading fertilizer company.

You also expect custom programs that will overcome your turf problems while keeping you one up on your budget. And we meet that challenge, too. We've proven it a thousand times over. All over.

For the help you need to build and maintain tournament quality turf, look to the leader. Agrico, of course. That's our bag.

Agrico Country Club FERTILIZER

Agrico
Box 3493, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101
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